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Figure 1: Photo-edited view of collaborators using our Wall+AR prototype displaying image cards, a setup similar to our study.
The wall display is seen on the right, and shared virtual surfaces on the left and center of the image. The user on the right is
looking at their personal space that moves with them, and is not visible to others. The virtual surfaces and personal space are
shown only in Augmented Reality, while the wall is a physical display in the room.

ABSTRACT
Wall displays are well suited for collaborative work and are often
placed in rooms with ample space in front of them that remains
largely unused. Augmented Reality (AR) headsets can seamlessly
extend the collaboration space around the Wall. Nevertheless, it
is unclear if extending Walls with AR is effective and how it may
affect collaboration. We first present a prototype combining a Wall
and AR headsets to extend the Wall workspace. We then use this
prototype to study how users utilize the virtual space created in AR.
In an experiment with 24 participants, we compare how pairs solve
collaborative tasks with the Wall alone and with Wall+AR. Our
qualitative and quantitative results highlight that with Wall+AR,
participants use the physical space in front and around the Wall
extensively, and while this creates interaction overhead, it does not
impact performance and improves the user experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wall displays, also referred to as Hiperwalls and Large High-
Resolution Displays (LHRD), are well suited for collaborative work
as they can accommodate multiple people simultaneously [8, 35, 39].
Due to their high resolution and size, they have been adopted by
institutions that analyze or monitor large quantities of data, in re-
search (e.g., biology [3]), operations (e.g., [2]), and industry (e.g.,
[1]). They are nonetheless heavy physical displays that are hard to
move and expensive to reconfigure and extend. But, they are often
placed in rooms with ample space in front of them to allow multiple
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users to move, space that remains largely unused (see examples
both in research and in practice [1, 3, 8, 35, 39]). So while wall dis-
plays are not easy to physically reconfigure or extend, the physical
space available in front of them provides a unique opportunity to
extend them virtually, for example, through augmented reality.

Traditional real-world multi-display environments, such as
command-and-control rooms, combine various displays (wall dis-
plays, desktops, and digital tabletops) that research has shown each
serves a particular purpose: wall displays and tabletops are com-
monly used for group awareness and collaboration, and tablets or
desktops for personal work [20, 56, 64, 80]. Research on the topic has
gone further, combining wall displays, in particular,with portable
devices, such as smartwatches, mobile phones, or tablets, that can
act as private displays or input devices when users are further away
from the wall, and direct touch is not possible [19, 31, 52, 77].

Recent research work has started to combine existing wall dis-
plays with augmented reality (AR) headsets in the context of visual
exploration. Here wall displays show publicly high-resolution ren-
derings of core data visualizations. In these cases, the physical wall
display acts as a public display seen with or without AR head-
sets, but also provides a rendering resolution and a field of view
unmatched by AR headsets [17, 33]. Whereas AR headsets add per-
sonal information virtually, either on top or around the wall display
content, in the form of additional visualizations [68], information
[75], or highlights [36]. This work points to the potential bene-
fits of adding AR head-mounted displays (HMD) to wall display
environments, especially in the context of displaying private in-
formation. Some of this work, e.g., [42, 68], considers cases where
virtual content is also publicly shared across all users with a headset.
This opens a new research avenue: using AR to increase the shared
workspace available to collaborators by utilizing the physical space
in front and around the wall display.

This past work proposes but does not study the impact of us-
ing AR to extend the shared space around the wall display during
collaboration. Is this extended AR space actually used when avail-
able, or do collaborators choose to work on the physical surface
instead? Does the extended AR space affect how users collaborate
and perform their tasks?

To answer these questions, we set out to empirically study the
impact of extending wall displays with AR in collaborative con-
texts. In particular, we focus on fundamental questions regarding
differences in the use of space (physical and virtual) and the impact
on collaboration before and after adding AR. As a first step, we
implement a prototype that allows users to use the virtual space
around a wall display (see Figure 1). This Wall+AR system adds
virtual space in the form of surfaces, and combines several tech-
niques for users to organize, manipulate and move content between
the wall display and the virtual space. We then use this system
to run a comparative study with pairs of participants conducting
collaborative tasks, using only the wall display or the wall display
extended with AR headsets.

Our contribution is thus two-fold: a system that extends a wall
display using AR in terms of visual space and interaction support;
and the results of an empirical study that compares this extension
with a wall display alone. Our comparison highlights that with
the Wall+AR system, participants extensively used the physical
space in front of the wall display. Virtual surfaces are used for

storing, discarding, and presenting data. Surprisingly, participants
often use the virtual surfaces as their main interactive workspace,
abandoning the wall display. We observed that adding AR to a
wall display creates interaction overhead, such as physical and
mental demand. Nevertheless, it also brings a real benefit over
using the wall alone: the Wall+AR system is preferred and found
more enjoyable and efficient than the wall alone, and we did not
measure any loss in performance despite the interaction overhead.

2 RELATEDWORK
Wall displays are extremely useful collaborative work environments.
They have been found to improve performance [9], content orga-
nization [50], sensemaking activities [5], and have been shown to
increase discovery and improve data analysis both in laboratory
conditions [67] and real work settings [66]. These displays have
a high resolution that allows them to render a very large amount
of information [10, 21], as well as a field of view that surpasses
what AR headsets alone can achieve today [17, 33]. And, of course,
multiple people can see and use a wall display together [8, 35, 39]
without requiring them to wear specialized equipment such as AR
headsets. They are thus not going to be replaced any time soon.
Nevertheless, they are heavy, hard to move, and expensive to recon-
figure and extend. In our work, we focus on extending them using
augmented reality and on studying the impact of such an extension.
We thus cover related work on approaches that use AR to augment
physical displays and on studies on collaborative interaction for
data manipulation or sensemaking, focusing, in particular, on space
use and vertical surfaces such as wall displays.

2.1 Physical Displays Combined with AR
Recent years have seen a plethora of work combining ARwith other
displays. For example, in the context of multi-display environments,
AR has been used to create a continuous interface between different
displays by using projection on a surface [69] or directly in the
air [16]. Or to create new visualizations around and over physical
tablets using AR headsets [41], to link different displays together
for cross-device [70] or cross-display [82] interaction, to improve
depth perception in 3D and personalized points of view [44], and
to support file transfer [46]. Our work focuses instead on enlarging
one single physical display in collaborative contexts.

For collaboration, AR has been used to add personal content
over large horizontal and vertical displays. For instance, AR can
add information related to the users on top of a map seen on a
tabletop [59, 65], help users navigate a network seen on a wall
display [36], add complementary text to the data points and graph
nodes rendered on the wall [38, 74], or even show sign language
subtitles on a TV [78]. Our work is complementary, we study the
use of AR to extend the shared workspace area on wall displays
rather than to add personal information.

Since the early work by Feiner and Shamash [23], AR has been
used to extend working surfaces. AR can extend the workspace of
desktop computers [23, 72, 81], smartphones [14, 61, 83], and even
smartwatches [26]. The motivation in these projects is to augment
the screen real-estate of "small" screens by simply enlarging the
screen, offloading widgets, or providing additional information.
Although the work on enlarging the screen size with AR generally
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focuses on relatively small screens, some [60] enlarge the top of a
circular wall display to address the physical vertical size limitation
of the wall. Our motivation is similar, we use AR to augment a
vertical wall display in order to extend the available real-estate,
although our focus is on studying the effects of such an extension in
collaboration. While there is existing work that uses AR to augment
2D visualizations displayed in a wall display, for example, with 3D
visualization, (personal) links between visualizations, and additional
contextual visualization presented just in the front of the wall
[42, 53, 68], this work does not study collaboration.

There is also research on creating dedicated environments for
conducting collaborative exploratory data analysis. For example,
setups with a circular wall display and a tabletop at its center are
used to render 2D visualizations, while AR headsets are used to
complement these visualizations with 3D data [17]. This setup was
later simulated in a fully Virtual Reality (VR) environment with
several users using VR HMD [43]. In a similar vein, recent work
[47] proposes using a fully VR environment to manipulate floating
2D documents to reproduce/simulate a sensemaking task executed
in the past in a wall display environment [5]. Interestingly, the
performance in the fully simulated VR environments [17] highlights
that despite advancements in terms of interaction, resolution, and
field of view, VR head-mounted displays (HMD) can still not fully
reach the capabilities of physical displays. Always in the topic of
sensemaking, there are also studies of how groups of users with AR
HMDs place and organize floating AR 2D documents in a furnished
office [51]. Most of this work does not empirically study the effect
of these setups, the ones that do [43, 51] are discussed next.

2.2 Studies on Co-located Collaboration
There is a large amount of work on collaboration around tabletops.
This includes work on collaborative strategies [32, 76], that go from
tightly-coupled collaboration (e.g., using sequential strategies) to
loose collaboration (e.g., using parallel strategies). And work on
territoriality [71], where three main space territories have been
identified during collaborative work: personal, group and storage.
Nevertheless, this previous work on tabletops does not apply di-
rectly to wall displays, AR and VR. In such contexts, users move
around to take advantage of the environment, which is not the case
with tabletops (but see [25] for an exception). In particular, because
users move in front of wall displays, there are not always clear ter-
ritories [7, 12], the relative position and distance between the users
(i.e., proxemics [27]) can impact collaboration style [55, 79], and
such environments need to support fluid transitions between loose
and tight collaboration [35, 49]. We review next in detail these
findings from collaborative studies conducted either with wall dis-
plays or in AR and VR. These studies consist of manipulating "data"
(images, documents, virtual post-it notes, etc.) in classification tasks,
puzzle tasks, sensemaking tasks, and storytelling tasks.

Most studies have been conducted on a single wall display. Azad
et al. [7] performed an observational field study of the behavior of
groups on and around public wall displays. They combined it with
a lab study over a puzzle task to investigate concurrent behavior
between individuals and groups. They found that wall displays,
like tabletops, should support public, personal, and storage terri-
tories, but that the location of personal space and proximity zone

(buffer zone between others) must be refined depending on the
user’s position. The results differ in Jakobsen and Hornbæk [35]’s
study of how pairs of users collaborate, navigate and interact with
a multitouch wall display during a problem-solving task. Their
study suggests that "multitouch wall displays can support different
collaboration styles and fluid transitions in group work". As a con-
sequence, participants did not divide the wall into territories. Their
study also suggests a correlation between the distance between
the partners and collaborative coupling (smaller distance implying
tight collaboration). Wallace et al. [79] found a similar result using
collaborative puzzle tasks, and moreover suggest that the user’s
range in front of the display can characterize degrees of collabora-
tion. Finally, Sigitov et al. [73] studied collaboration coupling and
territoriality when pairs used a curved wall display. They suggest
more types of territories than in previous works, on and in front
of the wall display. They also observe participants dividing the
task spatially among themselves, working in parallel. The above
work suggests that interpersonal distance (proxemics) can indicate
degrees of collaboration coupling, and that territories likely exist
but are fluid in nature and location.

Nevertheless, there is likely a complex interplay between col-
laboration strategy, interpersonal distance (proxemics), task, and
interaction. Liu et al. [48] considered a classification task on a wall
display, where different strategies were enforced on pairs of par-
ticipants. They found that the strategies, from tightly-coupled to
parallel work, influence the space usage in front of the wall and
the relative position of the partners. They also found that with ap-
propriate interaction techniques, partners can collaborate closely,
even at a distance. A similar result is obtained in a storytelling
task [49], where participants can use cooperative gestures. Thus,
the relative interpersonal distances predicted by proxemics [27]
and tight collaboration coupling [35] may not apply when shared
interaction techniques are provided to the users. Mayer et al. [55]
also observed that in a cooperative condition, participants worked
mainly side-by-side but that in a competitive condition, they crossed
and physically blocked each other. This indicates that the distance
between participants was smaller in the competitive than in the
cooperative condition.

In VR, Lee et al. [43] studied how groups of 3 participants solve
visual analytic problems in a fully VR simulated room. They partic-
ularly examined the role and use of surfaces in this environment,
with a first task restricting the system to 2D visualizations and
virtual walls acting as wall displays to pin the visualizations as sup-
port. Then in a second task, they introduced 3D visualization and a
virtual table at the center of the room. They found that territories
were defined by initial individual workspace placement around the
room, were never negotiated, and that "participants never entered
a territory of another unless for tightly-coupled work". Finally, in
the context of Augmented Reality in a room that is either empty
or contains furniture, Luo et al. [51] studied a collaborative task
involving document layout for sensemaking. They found that users
place virtual items around a room by grouping them on the physical
walls or the surrounding furniture.

The above works suggest that the situation is complex and that
the space usage on the (virtual) displays and in the room depends on
the collaborative strategies, the task, and the setup (e.g., tabletop vs.
wall). Our setup is unique, we go beyond physical walls [7, 35, 48, 73]
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Figure 2: Different virtual surfaces. On the left, an image of a typical virtual Surface with Cards. On the middle and right, views
of the Personal Space: first, a view from the user’s headset, with Cards organized in a belt configuration that follows the user; and
next, a rendering that highlights the relative position and size of the belt with respect to the user.

and consider situations where AR is added not only in physical
rooms [43, 51], but in rooms where a large physical display is also
present. Given the rich results seen in previous setups, we expect
our configuration will provide additional insights to the use of
space on and around wall displays. Nevertheless, we rely on this
past work to motivate the tasks used in our study, a classification
task that, a priori, can be solved using a parallel strategy (loose
collaboration) and a storytelling task where participants have to
collaborate closely.

3 PROTOTYPE
In this section, we present our prototype that combines a wall
display with several synchronized AR Headsets. Our goal was to
build a system that allows users to layout and organize different
types of information (e.g., images, graphs, texts, maps) in order to
make sense of, classify, order, or compare them. This type of activity
is common in various contexts, such as organizing physical papers
on a desk [54], arranging icons on a desktop, or moving post-it
notes around on a whiteboard during a brainstorming session [15].
In particular, wall displays have been used in several such tasks:
for scheduling the CHI 2013 conference [37, 50], navigating photos
in a public city hall [62], and for various sensemaking tasks [5, 35]
such as identifying anomalies in a set of documents [24].

For this purpose, our prototype includes several interaction tech-
niques for users to organize, manipulate and move content between
the wall display and the space around it. It also contains func-
tionality to record and playback interactions to help us with our
experimental analysis.

Our prototype renders content inside a 7 by 4.5 meters room. On
one of the larger sides of the room is our physical wall display of
5.91 × 1.96 meters, with a resolution of 14,400 × 4,800 pixels (60 ppi),
composed of 75 LCD displays (with 3mm bezels) and driven by 10
workstations. The AR is rendered through HoloLenses (version 1).
For the software, we used Unity 3D with identical scenes between
the HoloLenses. A "master" program controls the HoloLenses and
the wall, and we used the Unity UNet Multiplayer and Networking
framework to synchronize the content between all the devices
and to send input commands from the HoloLenses’ to the rest of
the system (other HoloLenses and wall display via the master).
We calibrated the wall in the HoloLenses scenes using a Vuforia
marker rendered on the wall. The marker is recognized by the
HoloLens and used to calculate the position of the wearer in the
scene relatively to the wall. The source code is available at https:
//gitlab.inria.fr/ilda/arviz and could be adapted to other setups.

We followed an iterative design process to develop our system,
testing techniques among the authors and two other users before
reaching the final prototype. We explain next the details and moti-
vation behind the design of the displayed content, our interaction
techniques, and replay functionality.

3.1 Virtual Elements
Our prototype contains three main types of virtual objects: Bound-
aries, Surfaces, and Cards (seen together in Figure 1). As we are
studying collaboration, all objects are visible by every user with an
AR headset, with the exception of Personal Space discussed later.

Cards. In real-world usage, we expect the wall display and the
extended virtual space to be able to render documents, images, vi-
sualizations, or more complex objects such as application windows.
Motivated by previous work investigating space use on tabletops
[71], physical walls [7], and furniture using AR [51], our prototype
displays basic content in the form of Cards. Our prototype can
display Cards of any shape and size, and their content can include
images or text. However, for experimental purposes (see Sect. 4), we
kept their size fixed and deactivated the possibility to add, remove,
or resize Cards. We initially allowed Cards to be placed anywhere
in the space within the AR environment. Nevertheless, early tests
showed us that depth placement is not easy and makes Card orga-
nization and layout challenging. We thus decided to restrict their
layout in the virtual space on planes that we call Surfaces.

Surfaces. These are virtual workspaces where users can place
and organize Cards (see Figure 2-left). This allows users to group
Cards and perform operations on them (detailed in Sect. 3.2). We
chose to render these virtual surfaces in a way that resembles the
physical wall display to convey the impression that these surfaces
can act as extensions to the wall display. Thus their height matches
that of our physical wall (1.96m). By default, their width is 2m,
smaller than the wall, to allow two of them to be placed side-by-side
along the shorter side of our room. Nevertheless, their width can
be increased if they contain many items.

Users can create as many Surfaces as they want and reposition
them (and their content) in the environment. This choice is moti-
vated by past work on wall displays that showed that colleagues
tend to move around the space, and thus their interpersonal dis-
tance and location of their workspace territories may change [7].
Empty surfaces can also be deleted. At any time, users can rearrange
the content inside a Surface using a re-layout function that cleanly
organizes content in a grid and resizes the surface appropriately
to contain all content. We first allowed users to position Surfaces
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freely in the 3D space, but in our tests, we noticed it was difficult for
users to position them accurately and lay them out in space. Due to
their size, this led to a lot of clutter in the virtual space and some
occlusion of other elements of the scene. Thus for Surfaces, similar
to Cards, we decided to constrain their position and movement on
magnetic planes around the room, which we call Boundaries.

We introduced one type of surface that is special, the Personal
Space. By default, surfaces are visible to all users, but the Personal
Space is a virtual surface only visible to the user who owns it. This
Personal Space is supposed to be private and is thus placed as close
to the user as possible, i.e., within their personal zone as defined
by proxemics theory [27]. Inspired by previous work, e.g., [11, 22],
this virtual zone resembles a belt made of the items stored inside
(see Figure 2-middle and right). Elements in the Personal Space are
placed in a circle around the user like a semi-cockpit [22], always
facing the user and moving with them. This personal workspace
allows users to bring Cards around them for closer inspection.
But, it also acts as a storage space, easily accessible, where the user
knows they can quickly access stored documents [71] and move
them around the space.

Boundary. These are magnetic guides for constraining the place-
ment of Surfaces around the physical space. We set up the Bound-
aries as a rectangular area of 7 by 4.5 meters to match the size of
our wall room (excluding the wall side). We initially considered
Boundaries on the floor and ceiling. However, tests showed that
due to the headset’s weight, it was tiring for users to tilt their heads
for long periods to interact with content on the ceiling. We also
do not allow placing surfaces on the floor as the Personal Space
occludes it.

Objects in our prototype have a hierarchy: Boundaries are static
and defined before the start of the application, and Surfaces can
be moved and must be placed on Boundaries. Cards can move
and are placed on Surfaces. Every object is visible to every user
by default, with the exception of Personal Spaces and the content
contained within them.

3.2 Interaction
Our system was designed to create a visual and interaction con-
tinuum between the wall display and the augmented environment.
We thus introduced a set of techniques to allow fluid content move-
ments and content organization between the wall display and the
virtual space represented by Surfaces. This section describes how
input functions in our prototype, as well as our techniques for
selecting and organizing content within the continuum between
virtual space and physical wall display.

3.2.1 Input. Interaction in our prototype is carried out through
the AR headset. We use a combination of head-cursor and clicker
provided by default by the Hololense headset. Users can "point"
at an item of interest by looking at them and use the clicker to
select or manipulate it. Even though the Hololens hand gesture
recognition is supported by our prototype, in our experiment, we
chose to use a clicker because using hand-gestures in front of the
head is tiring [13, 30]. To improve awareness of others’ actions, we
represent all user cursors as colored telepointers [29] in the shape
of a cross. A unique color is assigned to each user’s cursor and their
selections (see Sect. 3.2.2).

Figure 3: Visual feedback on theCards andmenus. On the left:
a corner highlight added in AR when the user gazes at the
Card (not seen by others). In the middle, the Card selection
states, visible by all users: the Card in its unselected state;
the Card selected by a user who is assigned the green color;
and by the user who is assigned yellow. The last image shows
our contextual menu, only visible to the user that invokes
it. In this case, the contextual menu has been invoked on a
Card that exists on a virtual surface, so we see the available
options to move all content of the surface towards another
surface (top-right) or the Personal Space (bottom-right), or to
move the Card to the Personal Space (bottom-left).

3.2.2 Card Selection & Movement. To support content organi-
zation, users can select and move content, which in our case is
represented by Cards (see Figure 3 for visual feedback provided by
the prototype). A click on a Card selects it, and a second de-selects
it. A click on an empty space de-selects all selected Cards. Selected
Cards are highlighted in the color of the user who selected them. To
avoid continuous clicking, Cards can also be selected using cross-
ing selection [4, 6]: while holding the clicker button, every Card
that is crossed by the user’s cursor will be selected and become part
of the selected group. A Card or a selection group can be dragged
along with the head cursor, until the clicker button is released. If
a drag is not released on a Surface (including the Personal Space)
or on the wall, the selected content returns to its initial position.
We rely on social protocol to deal with interaction conflicts [57],
enforcing a simple coordination mechanism: if multiple users select
the same Card, the last person to select it has ownership.

3.2.3 Surface Creation & Movement. A user can create a virtual
Surface by clicking on a virtual button that always follows each
user, placed high up so as not to interfere with other virtual content.
Once the button is clicked, a new Surface is created, following the
user’s cursor, until the user releases it. A Surface can be moved
by dragging the bar at the top, similar to how application windows
are moved on a desktop. The movement of Surfaces is constrained
by the Boundaries defined around the room, and when they are
released, they snap to the closest boundary.

3.2.4 Advanced Content Management. Apart from single or mul-
tiple Card selection and movement, we also provide advanced
content management options to help users reorganize their virtual
space more efficiently. They can be accessed with a long clicker
press that brings up a contextual pie menu (Figure 3). We describe
these options next.

Move the content.When the menu is invoked on a Surface (in-
cluding the wall) or a group of Cards, it allows, respectively, to
start moving all the cards of the surface , even if they are not
selected, or just the grouped selection , towards another sur-
face. This allows users to quickly rearrange the content of shared
virtual surfaces (and the content of the wall display).
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Figure 4: View for the Replay tool. In the middle, we see a
schematic of the entire scene, where the viewer can choose
to adapt their view of the scene with a Camera placed in the
scene (see red 1, added for annotation purposes). On the top
right (Inspector), the viewer can change the parameters for
the playback, pause/play the scene, and choose the type of
progress bar to use. On the bottom right, the camera view,
with a progress bar of the processed messages. The camera
view can be changed through the Gameview target display
(see red 2, added for annotation purposes). Herewe see a third-
person view from the camera positioned in the schematic,
but we can adopt a first-person view that follows one of the
cameras attached to the participants.

Move a Card or groups of Cards to the Personal Space.Depending
on whether the menu is invoked on an unselected Card or on
Cards that form a grouped selection, the menu provides the option
to move the single Card , or the entire group of selected Cards

, towards the Personal Space. If the menu is invoked on a surface,
there is also the option to move the content of the entire surface
onto the Personal Space . Once on, their Personal Space Cards are
only seen by the user and follow them around the space.

Expand the Personal Space. When the menu is invoked on the
Personal Space, it activates the inverse operation. Users can drag
individual Cards out of the personal space or choose to extract all
Cards through a menu option. These Cards get attached as a
group to their cursor and can then be placed on any virtual surface
or the wall. Finally, the Personal Space can be expanded to a new
shared Surface that contains all the original content.

3.3 Replay Sessions
To study how users move and use space, we needed to keep a record
of their interactions. A camera can record the physical room and
wall display, but not the virtual space. We thus include a tool to
record and replay user sessions, as seen in Figure 4. This tool, a
script for Unity 3D, can record and replay the log of messages
sent between the wall display and the AR HoloLenses. By opening
the dedicated scene and selecting the generated log file, the entire
session will be replayed, showing changes in user position and
cursor movements, as well as any surface creations, selections, and
card movements. Finally, the replay tool can show either a bird’s
eye view or take the point of view of one of the users inside the
replayed session following the camera attached to them.

4 USER STUDY
Our study aims to understand if and when it is helpful to extend
a wall display with virtual spaces in the context of collaboration.
And what is the impact, and potential cost, of this extension on the
use of space and collaborative work. For example, we assume that
the added virtual space in the form of surfaces will be appreciated
when the wall display real-estate is too cluttered. However, it is
unclear how this additional space will be used, under which tasks
these virtual surfaces are needed, how many are helpful, and if
some surface configurations are preferable. Furthermore, the addi-
tional virtual space may come at a cost in terms of interaction, as
content needs to be moved across larger AR distances; or in terms
of collaboration quality, if participants find it harder to coordinate
across multiple virtual surfaces.

4.1 System Conditions
To answer these questions, we built a system that increases the
display and interactive space available for users in front of the wall
through the use of AR headsets (see Sect. 3). We study pairs of users
working either on the wall display alone, our baseline condition
(condition Wall); or on a setup using our prototype that combines
the wall with AR surfaces (conditionWall+AR). An image of our
setup can be seen in Figure 1.

We used the same basic input functionality, relying on the
Hololens head-cursor and clicker, for both conditions Wall and
Wall+AR (see Sect. 3.2). In the Wall condition, the techniques
related to AR surfaces are obviously disabled. We made this choice
of consistent input to ensure we observe effects related to virtual
workspace use and collaboration without introducing a bias that
may stem from different input capabilities or discomfort in wearing
the headset in some conditions only. This choice is to ensure exper-
imental consistency, but it is also justified by research trends. First,
in our context, one can imagine hand ray-casting as an interaction
alternative, nonetheless using the head-cursor and the clicker is less
tiring and is an efficient technique when no high precision pointing
is needed [40, 58], which is the case in our tasks. Second, when
it comes to wearing a headset to interact with a physical display,
AR HMDs are becoming increasingly lighter and similar to vision
glasses worn every day, see, e.g., [18, 34, 45].

4.2 Tasks
In each condition, we asked pair of participants to conduct two
different tasks inspired by previous work (see Sect. 2.2): A classifi-
cation task that could be performed using loose collaboration and a
storytelling task (story task for short) that enforces tightly-coupled
collaboration.

A Dixit image set was also used by [49] in their study on wall
displays alone. Each Dixit card contains many colors and usually
presents an abstract scene. We requested they group all cards in one
of three groups of color (red, blue, and green). The classification
task operationalizes and simulates a collaborative situation where
pairs need to coordinate and make decisions (as the cards contain
many colors), while remaining a simple task that does not require
domain knowledge. Moreover, it simulates loose collaboration tasks,
as the work can be parallelized, since each participant could be
working on a single group category.
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Figure 5: Wall display at the start of the experiment, showing
one of the image datasets.

In the classification task, participants have to make grouping
decisions and select, move and sort picture cards, a task similar to
past studies investigating workspace use and movement patterns
in front of a display [49, 51, 71]. We requested pairs to group 54
image cards from the popular game Dixit1, which has been used in
the past in wall display studies [49]. Each Dixit card contains many
colors and usually presents an abstract scene. We requested that
they group all cards in three groups of colors (red, blue, and green).
The classification task operationalizes and simulates a collaborative
situation where pairs need to coordinate and make decisions be-
cause the cards contain many colors. However, it remains a simple
task simulating loose collaboration, as the work can be parallelized,
and each participant could work on a single group category.

Bradel et al. [12] discuss how users can engage in two different
kinds of collaboration: independent workspace collaboration with
large personal working spaces (territories), also referred to as loose
collaboration; and integrated workspace collaboration with large
shared territories, often referred to as close or tight collaboration.
The classification task described above falls under the loose collab-
oration category, as it is highly parallelized, and participants could,
if desired, divide the work and the workspace between them. To
try and stimulate both types of collaboration, we thus introduced
a second task, a story task. Here we ask participants to start from
the collection of 54 cards, and create and tell a story using only 10
of them. In this more open-ended task, participants are required to
make decisions about images and build a story together. This task
encourages close collaboration, discussions between partners, and
the use of shared workspaces.

Images and Layout. We selected 2 datasets of 54 cards from the
Dixit card game (one per System condition). They are (i) colorful
cards that prevent a straightforward classification based on color
(in the classification task); and (ii) have abstract picture content
that can promote discussion within the pair (in the story task). For
both tasks, participants are presented with the wall display covered
by cards (Figure 5). The number of cards (54) was chosen so that all
cards were fully visible, but so that the wall was purposely crowded.
This was to simulate situations where the available wall real-estate
is at its limit. In other words, situations where we expect the use of
the virtual space may be of interest. This will provide insights into
if and how participants choose to use the virtual space (when it is
available) and allow observing their strategies when dealing with a
crowded display when only the wall display is available.

1libellud.com/nos-jeux/dixit/

4.3 Hypotheses and Measures
As we set out to understand the impact of extending a wall display
environment with AR and studying workspace use, our study is
largely observational [49, 51, 71]. We, nevertheless, form some high-
level research questions and our hypothesis about them. We next
explain the measures we used to answer these questions.

RQ1 Is the extension of a wall display environment useful? When is
it used? We hypothesize that participants will naturally move
content in the AR surfaces as the wall display real-estate is
cluttered. We hypothesize that the AR space and surfaces
will serve secondary purposes (e.g., storage areas) and that
the wall will remain the central working surface for two
reasons: (i) the content is on the wall when the tasks start,
so it is natural to continue working on it; and (ii) because
the wall is such a central landmark in the physical room.

RQ2 How is the AR space used? We aim to observe more specific
uses of the virtual space, for example, where surfaces are
placed, how many, if they are moved, if the personal space
is useful, etc., and identify differences in workspace use be-
tween the wall alone and the extended virtual environment.

RQ3 Does the addition of AR affect collaboration strategy? We
hypothesize that the working strategies and practices will
remain largely unchanged across the setups, given that the
tasks are fairly simple in nature.

RQ4 What is the cost of adding AR? Extending the working area
virtually around the wall display creates a bigger interac-
tion area. We hypothesize that this will require more and
longer interaction sequences, thus slowing down the pairs’
performance and may fatigue participants.

We collect a variety of subjective and objective measures to ac-
cess and compare the two setups (Wall and Wall+AR): Observed
pair strategy in solving the task; in-pair distance between partici-
pants as a measure of tight/loose collaboration; Measured virtual
surface use in terms of frequency and placement; Number of interac-
tions, and interaction Distance traveled (e.g., card movement), as a
measure of interaction cost; total Distance traveled by participants,
as a measure that could possibly indicate fatigue but also engage-
ment; Time to complete the task, as a measure of cost. Finally, we
elicited Subjective feedback in the form of a Likert scale question-
naire, using (i) the four NASA-TLX questions on efficiency, ease of
use, and mental and physical demand; (ii) two questions on partner
awareness and communication from Harms and Biocca [28]; and
(iii) six custom questions on space usage and collaboration relevant
to our research questions.

4.4 Participants & Apparatus
Participants.We recruited 24 participants in 12 pairs: 10 women, 13
men, and 1 unspecified. Participants were aged 21 to 46 (average
25.8, median 24), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Six-
teen participants had experience using an AR device, such as the
HoloLens. Participants were HCI researchers, engineers, or grad-
uate students in Computer Science. All pairs of participants were
recruited together (volunteered in pairs), and were familiar with
each other, being friends, colleagues or students in the same class.
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Apparatus. We used the prototype described in the previous
section with three HoloLenses, one per participant, and one for the
experimenter.

4.5 Experiment Design & Procedure
Design. The experiment is a within-participants design with one

factor, the system condition, with two values: Wall and Wall+AR.
Their presentation order was counterbalanced across pairs. We
fixed the task order as our primary goal was not to compare the
tasks but the system conditions: pairs of participants always start
with the classification task and then run the story task. We always
start with the classification task because (i) it is simpler than the
story task; and (ii) as our second story task requires users to study
the content of the pictures, we could use the same datasets between
the two tasks, allowing participants to become familiar with them
from the start. Nevertheless, we ensured that, for each pair, the
datasets were different across conditions (we counterbalanced the
system condition and our two Dixit datasets across pairs).

Procedure. Participants work in pairs in two sessions (on different
days), one session per system condition. When participants arrive
for the first session, they sign a consent form and a demographics
questionnaire. At the end of each session (system condition) partic-
ipants fill out a questionnaire, and ,at the end of the second session,
they fill-in a global preference questionnaire. For the full duration
of the experiment, the operator wears a headset too, and informs
the participants prior to the study that the operator can also see
the full Augmented Reality scene. This is to help in the training
phase and ensure participants understand they can use any surface
(virtual or physical) to display their work to the operator.

At the beginning of each system session, the pairs trained until
both participants were comfortable using the system (this lasted
10 to 15 minutes). The operator explained the different interaction
techniques and instructed each participant to try all the interaction
techniques at least twice.

The system is restarted after the training and after each task,
all virtual surfaces are removed and all cards are placed back to
their original position. Each system session lasted about 1 hour,
including the training and answering the questionnaires.

5 RESULTS
We first discuss the general collaboration and workspace use strate-
gies adopted by pairs, as well as surface placement in the physical
space. Then we report on the usage of different techniques, quan-
titative measures (e.g., traveled distance, distance between part-
ners, time), and finally, the questionnaires. All statistical analyses
reported are paired t-tests unless otherwise specified. Due to a tech-
nical issue with data for pair G8 in theWall+AR condition, some
analyses regarding Wall+AR use and comparisons between Wall
andWall+AR do not take into account G8.

5.1 Collaboration Strategies & Workspace Use
To analyze the collaborative strategies, we used a thematic analysis
on the recorded sessions using the replay tool, notes taken by the
operator, and the supplementary material (Section 1 of the PDF)
showing the virtual screenshots of the final results for each task

and pair. One author coded the strategies used by each pair: collabo-
ration coupling over time and steps in the task, placement and role
of the virtual surfaces (if any), use of the workspace (wall and vir-
tual surfaces), cards placement, displacement and layout, formation
of territories and their use, etc. A second author double-checked
the coding using the replay tool and independently summarized
the coding as described below. Some codes were pre-determined
(deductive) based on our hypotheses and related work, such as col-
laboration coupling (close vs. loose), type of territories, and surfaces
used to show the story; and others came from the data (inductive),
such as the five emerging strategies of 5.1.1. and how the cards
were chosen in the story task (together vs. independently).

5.1.1 Wall - Classification. We observed four main strategies. In
parallel, the pair worked with all the colors simultaneously (5 pairs:
G0, G3, G5, G6, G11). In divide, the pair assigned a color to each of
them and then handled the remaining color together (3 pairs: G1,
G2, G4). In mix, pairs adopted a mix of the two previous strategies,
they started out by assigning one color to each of them, and then
after a few cards had been placed, the pair handled all the colors
together (3 pairs: G8, G9, G10). And in sequential, the pair worked
together on each color, proceeding color by color (one pair G7).

Interestingly, the pairs that used the parallel strategy placed the
images into lines, one for each color. The other pairs used arbitrary-
shaped blocks to organize images (see Figure 6-top). Indeed, the
parallel pairs decided where to place each color before even starting
to move the cards, and it seems that using the same linear organi-
zation as the original placement of the cards was a natural decision.
In fact, these pairs started the task by swapping cards between dif-
ferent lines, and we even observed two pairs (G0, G11) exchanging
cards synchronously between the lines. Another parallel pair (G5)
fully divided the work by splitting the wall in half, and each partner
then sorted the colors into lines on their side of the wall.

The non-parallel pairs split the wall into blocks, as each partner
decided to group their color in front of them. We noted that one of
these groups (G8), used a particular strategy, they built a heap of
cards at the center of the wall to create space on the sides and then
started building the color groups.

5.1.2 Wall+AR - Classification. All pairs created surfaces to put
the cards of a given color. The pairs either used three surfaces (6
pairs: G2, G4, G6, G7, G8, G10), one for each color, or two surfaces (6
pairs: G0, G1, G3, G5, G9, G11) the wall being used for the remaining
colors. See Figure 6-bottom.

All pairs (except G10, see below) started the task by creating
two surfaces and putting them on each side of the wall. Then, each
partner used his/her surface (the one closest to them) to classify a
color. The pairs that created three surfaces either created this third
surface at the beginning of the task (G2, G4, G6, G8), or later when
the first two colors were classified (G7). In both cases, this third
surface was used to classify the remaining color and was placed at
the back of the room (opposite of the wall). For all those pairs, both
partners used this third surface to handle the last color.

The partners of the G10 pair started by using their personal space:
after choosing a color each, they put the cards of the corresponding
color in their personal space. Then, they transformed their personal
space into surfaces on each side of the wall and adjusted the content
of these surfaces.
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Figure 6: Examples of final results for the classification task. (top)Wall condition, using a strategy of placing cards in lines (G0)
and in blocks (G7). (bottom)Wall+AR condition, with a strategy that uses both the wall and virtual spaces for classification
(G0), and a pure virtual space classification strategy that does not use the wall at all (G4).

Figure 7: Examples of a final result in the story task for theWall condition (G1, left), and theWall+AR condition (G3, right)

5.1.3 Summary Classification. When comparing the results with
the Wall condition, we can observe that adding AR affects the
collaborative strategies. In AR, all pairs divided the work (at least
at the beginning of the task), each using one surface close to their
location, showing loose collaboration coupling. In contrast, only
half of the pairs in the Wall condition divided the work, while
others worked in a tightly coupled manner. Pairs created virtual
surfaces to overcome the lack of free space on the wall, and even
half of the pairs removed everything from the wall to organize the
three colors in 3 virtual surfaces (typically on the left, right and
facing the wall).

5.1.4 Wall - Story. As expected, in this task, all pairs worked in
close collaboration. Ten pairs chose the cards together for their
story. However, two pairs, G9 and G10, decided that they would
choose five cards each independently. Nevertheless, all pairs build
the story together (this was enforced by the task).

The chosen cards were then moved to a specific part of the wall
(10 pairs, G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G8, G9, G10, G11) or selected
using the selection feature of the prototype (2 pairs, G0 and G7).
All pairs (except G5) created free space on the wall to make room
to create and present the story (recall that the task starts with the
wall covered by cards). Some pairs (G4, G9, G11) even started the
task by freeing space before choosing their cards. The other seven
pairs either made free space just after they chose the cards to build
the story, or created the story and freed the space more or less at
the same time. G5 created the story over the initial cards’ layout
(i.e., overlapped other cards) without taking care to make room to
present their resulting story. Figure 7-left shows an example of a
resulting story.

5.1.5 Wall+AR - Story. All pairs worked in close collaboration
(same as in the Wall condition). Most pairs chose the cards for the
story together (11 pairs), except G1, G4, and G9. For these three
pairs, the partners selected the cards they preferred each to create
a pool of cards for the story (in a "pool" surface, see below).

All pairs created one or more surfaces to create their story. Six
pairs (G0, G3, G5, G6, G7, G11) created one surface and picked cards
from the wall to place them on the surface to create the story and
present it to the operator (see Figure 7-right). One pair, G10, used
the same strategy, but after the story was completed, the partners
moved all the (unused) cards that had remained on the wall towards
a newly created "trashcan" surface and then moved their story onto
the wall to present it. Note that all these pairs placed the surfaces
on the left or right of the wall.

G2 used a somehow different strategy than the other pairs. After
using a surface to select the cards for the story, they moved the
cards remaining on the wall to a "trashcan" surface (using their
personal space) and moved back the story-selected cards to the wall
to create and present their story.

The three pairs that selected the cards independently created a
first surface to place the cards they selected as a pool of cards. Then,
two pairs (G1, G9) created a second surface on the side of the first
one to create the story with the elements from the first surface (G1
discarded it when empty). G4 used a similar strategy but created
three other surfaces to be able to present the story in a line.

5.1.6 Summary Story. Compared to theWall alone, we observe
that adding AR did not affect the collaborative strategies: all pairs
worked closely together, in a tightly coupled manner, and adopted
similar strategies to select and work on images. For example, in both
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cases, the most common strategy is to select images together, and
only 3 pairs selected candidate images individually. However, AR
did affect workspace use. In the Wall condition, pairs had to adopt
strategies to make space, moving items to the side, sometimes even
before they started considering the story. Whereas in theWall+AR
condition, all pairs immediately created at least one virtual surface
to create their story on the left or right of the wall. Surprisingly, in
almost all cases, the AR surface(s) were used as both the working
area and final presentation area of the story. We observed only a
few instances where virtual surfaces were used only as storage of
unused cards.

5.2 Interactions and AR Technique Use
From our interaction logs, we analyzed all elementary actions (move
a card, select a card, move a selection) for both conditions, and
for Wall+AR, we also counted surface and personal space related
actions that the partners of each pair performed. We use these
counts to analyze different aspects.

5.2.1 Number of Interactions. ForWall, we recorded an average
of 52.5 ± 7.6 elemental actions for the classification task and an
average of 60.9±12.4 for the story task. ForWall+AR, we recorded
an average of 52.37 ± 7.7 elemental actions for the classification
task and 37.3 ± 11.0 for the story task. The number of actions is
very similar betweenWall andWall+AR for the classification task.
However, there is an important and significant difference between
Wall and Wall+AR for the story task (𝑝 = 0.003, 𝑑 = 0.91). This
smaller number of actions in theWall+AR can be explained by the
fact that in the story task withWall+AR, most pairs just interacted
with the story’s cards (10 cards or a little more). At the same time,
withWall, the pairs had to interact with the story’s cards, but also
many other cards to make room for laying out their story. This does
not happen with the classification task because pairs had to move
more or less all the cards in both conditions.

5.2.2 Interaction Types. Without surprise, the most used elemental
actions were moving a card (58.5% ± 7.2 of the actions for Wall,
38.9%±7.0 forWall+AR), then selecting a card (31.6%±5.4 forWall
and 38.5% ± 6.6 forWall+AR) and moving a selection (9.8% ± 2.2
for Wall, 8.5% ± 2.2 for Wall+AR). These three elemental actions
represent, of course, 100% of the action for the Wall condition,
and 85.9% ± 2.8 of the actions for Wall+AR (81.0% ± 3.5 for the
classification task and 90.1% ± 3.5 for the story task). However, we
can notice some disparities between pairs, and even between part-
ners of a pair, in the usage of the above actions. Some participants
mainly moved individual cards, while others tended to select cards
and move these selections.

We now focus on the actions that specifically concern the
Wall+AR condition.

As described in the previous section, all pairs created surfaces,
with about 2 or 3 surfaces for the classification task and about
1 or 2 surfaces for the story task. Most operations consisted of
moving cards from the wall to the surfaces or moving cards on the
surfaces (and in a few cases moving cards from a surface to the
wall). Pairs rarely moved surfaces after they positioned them at
creation time, with an average of about one surface move by task.
Surfaces deletion were used sparsely (9 surface deletions across

all pairs), and moving all the content of a surface was used only
once. However, all pairs but one (G7) used the surface re-layout
feature. In total, all the surface operations represent 14.9% ± 3.0 of
the actions for the classification and 8.9% ± 0.8 for the story task.

The personal space was used by 8 pairs (9 participants for
3.3%±2.2 of the actions for the classification task and 4 participants
and 0.8% ± 0.9 of the actions for the story task). Thus the personal
space was used moderately, but some participants still found it
helpful. The most interesting examples were described in the previ-
ous subsection, but it seems that the possibility to transform the
content of the personal space into a surface was appreciated by
some participants.

5.2.3 Summary of Interactions. Participants made, on average,
the same number of actions in the Wall+AR and Wall condi-
tions for the classification task, but surprisingly fewer actions in
Wall+AR for the story task. All Wall actions, and the majority of
theWall+AR actions, involve card moves, either one-by-one or as a
group. When consideringWall+AR, most actions were movements
of cards from the wall towards one of the created virtual surfaces,
followed by movements to rearrange content on the virtual sur-
faces, and a few actions to move content back to the wall. Virtual
surfaces were generally placed in a position and rarely moved or
deleted afterward, but their content was often reorganized. Only a
few groups used the personal space to move content around.

5.3 Additional Objective Measures
We report next a set of objective measures: partners and cards
traveling, position, and task time.

5.3.1 Participant Position and Distance Traveled. At the beginning
of the tasks, the partners positioned themselves side-by-side in
front of the wall close to the center, one slightly on the left and the
other slightly on the right, at a distance of about 3𝑚 from the wall.
In the classification task, the pairs kept this position during all the
task with minimal crossing and only little traveling, especially in
the Wall condition. In the story task, they moved around more
and occasionally inverted their relative position in front of the wall,
especially in the Wall+AR condition. (Supplementary material
Section 2 of the PDF).

Figure 8-(a) shows the traveled distance by pair by task and
condition (we used the headset’s position to compute this measure).
Pairs traveled far more with Wall+AR than with Wall, and the
differences are significant (𝑝 = 0.007, 𝑑 = 1.05 for the classification
task, and 𝑝 = 0.008, 𝑑 = 0.68 for the story task). This difference can
be easily explained as the pairs interacted with a larger workspace
with Wall+AR than withWall.

5.3.2 Card / Interaction Distance Traveled. However, an interesting
phenomenon occurs whenwemeasure the total distance traveled by
cards (the most common interaction). As expected, we can observe
in Figure 8-(b), that the distance is far higher for Wall+AR than
for Wall in the classification task (𝑝 = 0.002, 𝑑 = 1.18), but for the
story task, the difference is small, and not significant (𝑝 = 0.850, 𝑑 =

0.07). These contrasting results can be explained by the number of
interactions in the story task across conditions (discussed in the
previous subsection). In the story task with Wall+AR, the pairs
performed fewer actions, just interacting with the story cards, while
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Figure 8: Average of (a) the traveled distance by both partners, (b) the traveled distance by cards, (c) the task time, and (d) the
average distance between the partners (by condition and task). Error bars show the 95% CI.

with Wall the pairs had to interact with many more cards to make
room for the story. Indeed, on average, withWall+AR, the pairs
performed less than 2/3 of the number of actions than withWall
for the story task, leading to smaller total distances. In contrast,
this number of elementary actions was similar for both conditions
in the classification task, which led to larger total traveled distances
inWall+AR.

5.3.3 Time. We hypothesized that interacting with a larger
workspace that needs more traveling and additional operations,
such as creating surfaces, has a cost on the task time, especially
in a loose collaboration task such as the classification task. We
were surprised to observe very similar task times (Figure 8-c) and
no significant difference (𝑝 = 0.516, 𝑑 = 0.22) between Wall and
Wall+AR for the classification task. The difference for the story
task is not significant either, but this task requires more analysis
and reflection, which dominates the task time, so the lack of dif-
ference is less surprising. Overall, it seems that extending a wall
display with AR does not necessarily impact performance.

5.3.4 Distance between Participants. As a measure for loose and
close collaboration, we measured the average distance between
the partners of a pair during the tasks, similarly to [35], for in-
stance. Figure 8-d shows the results. We found no significant dif-
ference between Wall and Wall+AR for the classification task
(𝑝 = 0.320, 𝑑 = 0.29), and a significant difference with a small effect
size for the story task (𝑝 = 0.048, 𝑑 = 0.32, 13 cm difference). How-
ever, we found a significant difference with a large effect size when
comparing the classification and the story tasks irrespective of con-
dition (𝑝 = 0.002, 𝑑 = 1.11, a difference of 42 cm). This suggests a
correspondence between the distance between the partners and the
proximity of the collaboration (proxemics [27]) expressed by our
two tasks: personal distance and tight collaboration for story, and
social distance and loose collaboration for classification.

5.3.5 Summary of Additional Objective Measures. Even though
participants clearly moved more around the room in the Wall+AR
condition, this did not affect their time as we found no evidence
of a difference in time to complete the tasks between conditions.
Due to the large virtual room, their total interaction distance (card

moving distance) was higher withWall+AR in the classification
task. However, this was not the case in the story task, where inter-
action distance was smaller inWall+AR since the virtual surface
allowed them to focus on the cards of interest (inWall they had to
constantly move cards around to make space). Finally, our findings
suggest a correlation between the distance between partners and
the degree of collaboration, in agreement with proxemics theory.

5.4 Subjective results: Questionnaires
At the end of each condition session, we asked the participants to
rate on 7 points Likert scale: their mental demand; their physical
demand; how successful they were in accomplishing the task; how
hard the tasks were; how irritated they were when performing the
task; how aware they were about what their partner did; the quality
of the communication with their partner; and whether they had
enough space to perform the task. Results are shown in Figure 9-(a).

Overall, participants were positive about both conditions. How-
ever, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests2 show that the Wall+AR
condition received better scores than Wall regarding success
(𝑝 = 0.002, although the difference is small) and available space
(𝑝 < 0.001). On the other hand, participants found Wall+AR more
physically demanding than Wall (𝑝 < 0.001). This last result is
consistent with participants’ traveled distance in the tasks, which
was clearly higher withWall+AR than withWall.

At the end of each condition session, we also asked questions
related to space usage (i.e., territory): did you use a specific area to
present the results; did you use a specific area to store cards; did
you use a specific area to discard cards; did you work on specific
areas with your partner; did you use all the space available on the
wall. Results are shown in Figure 9-(b). Results slightly suggest
that some specific areas have been used for discarding and storing
cards and co-working (having no clear results here is not surprising
given the nature of the classification tasks). On the other hand, the
results suggest that a specific area has been used for presenting the
results of the story task (but the areas, indeed, differ among the
pairs - as discussed in the strategy section). When comparing the
two conditions, the only significant result concerns the wall space
2we comment on all the significant results but only them.
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Figure 9: Results of (a) the standard questionnaire, (b) the space usage questionnaire, and (c) the ranking questionnaire. For
easy reading, we put the "positive" answer on the right (in green).

usage (𝑝 < 0.001), where, as expected, pairs said they use all the
space available on the wall with the Wall condition, but not for
Wall+AR.

Finally, we asked participants to rank the two conditions (with
possible ties) overall and relatively to: efficiency, enjoyment, frus-
tration, mental and physical demand, and ease of use. Results are
shown in Figure 9-(c). Overall, participants preferred Wall+AR
(𝑝 = 0.011), and found Wall+AR more efficient (𝑝 < 0.001)
and more enjoyable (𝑝 < 0.001). On the other hand, participants
found Wall less physically (𝑝 = 0.008) and mentally demanding
(𝑝 = 0.041). Results on physical demand align with our findings on
movement around the wall that was higher forWall+AR. However,
they do not explain the result on mental demand. Here it is likely
that theWall+AR condition is more complex, e.g., with many more
interaction possibilities, and thus created more mental demand.

Summary of Subjective Results. Participants overall preferred the
Wall+AR condition, and found it more enjoyable and efficient.
They also found it provided them with more appropriate amount of
space for their tasks. Nevertheless, as expected, it is more physically
and mentally demanding than theWall only condition.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
We next revisit how our results answer our original research ques-
tions on combining physical wall environments with augmented
reality. We highlight limitations of our work and discuss remaining
open questions and future directions.

RQ1. Is the extension of a wall display environment useful? When
is it used? We observed that, indeed, the additional workspace pro-
vided by theWall+AR interface is beneficial when the wall display
is cluttered and at its limit regarding available space. The subjective
responses from participants confirmed this. They reported that

the wall display was not enough for their task, and they overall
preferred the extended AR environment. Moreover, we measured
that the additional virtual space, in some cases, can even reduce
the number of elements users have to manipulate.

We had hypothesized that virtual surfaces would be used mainly
for secondary purposes, such as storage, and that the wall would
serve as the primary workspace surface. While we did observe
virtual surfaces used as secondary storage (pool of images) and
trashcans (discard piles and temporary storage to clear the main
workspace), such usage was, in fact, marginal. In most cases, virtual
surfaces took the central stage in the pair’s work. For example, in
the classification task, where participants created 3 groups, they
were used systematically as the main grouping containers, probably
because they have the advantage of explicitly separating the space.
These containers often started as personal workspaces in the classi-
fication task. Sometimes pairs went as far as creating three virtual
containers and leaving the wall empty. The third surface might
not be optimal in terms of interactions, nevertheless, we believe
that this strategy allowed the pairs to (i) make an explicit choice
for every single card and validate their grouping; and (ii) visually
organize and present all color groups consistently. This third space
was created by one of the partners, but quickly transitioned to a
group space and shared equally.

In the story task, all groups immediately moved the main cards
they wanted to use off the wall and onto a surface and kept working
there as a group. This indicates that for our participants, virtual
surfaces acted as flexible containers that could be created on-the-
fly, and easily took the role of the main working area. It would be
interesting to investigate if these behaviors persists when the wall
display is less crowded. We suspect that due to the grouping flexibil-
ity of virtual surfaces the findings related to content organization
may also transfer to situations where the wall is not as crowded.
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This also raises a question for future investigation: are the ob-
served effects due to the nature of AR, or could a fully instrumented
space (e.g., a room surrounded by wall displays) lead to similar find-
ings? Even if we discard the cost of building and maintaining such
rooms, we do feel some of our findings are unique to AR surfaces.
Participants treated surfaces as containers to divide items and eas-
ily move them around. This easy division and movement cannot
be accommodated by fixed physical walls. Past work where all
content existed only in AR [43] also identified the movement of
content in different locations around the room and the creation
of distinct work areas (fluid territories). We thus confirmed it in a
mixed environment that combines physical and AR displays. Other
observations will likely hold in a purely physical setup only, e.g.,
in a room surrounded by wall displays. For example, participants
tended to start working on a surface closest to their side, we suspect
this will be the case if surfaces are replaced by physical walls.

Wall displays exist in multiple settings and remain today supe-
rior in resolution and field of view to ARHDMs [17, 33]. However, it
is interesting to consider if our results could hold if all surfaces (in-
cluding a perfect "wall") are rendered only in AR. We believe some
of our findings would still hold. Such as the creation of transient
territories that may start as personal but transition to group spaces,
also seen in previous work in VR [43]. Or the need for more tight
collaboration coupling strategies when a single (virtual) surface is
available, as this is likely driven by the lack of space and the need
for coordination. Other results may be influenced by the strong
physical presence of the wall and may be unique to our setup. For
example, past work on the placement of AR visualizations around
a room [43] did not show any pattern on which side or area of the
room to place information on. Whereas we saw strong patterns of
putting surfaces first on the left and right of the wall, almost as
direct extensions to it, influencing, in turn, participant movement
and interaction distance. Thus the physical wall, even though it
may not be the primary interaction surface, seems to "anchor" the
placement of other surfaces.

RQ2. How is the AR space used? Participants placed most virtual
surfaces directly on the left and right of the wall, enforcing the
metaphor of an extended virtual space – surfaces on the back of
the room were rarer. In the story creation task, participants largely
interacted together on all surfaces indicating close collaboration
coupling. Thus, in this case, virtual surfaces can be considered as
group territories. In the classification task, users adopted loose
collaboration coupling: they tended to create surfaces close to their
location (e.g., participants starting on the left side of the wall created
a surface on the left), and largely kept ownership of these surfaces.
Thus, in this case, surfaces could be considered personal territories
similar to previous work on VR content only [43]. Nevertheless,
this was not always the case. For example, in several instances,
they created a third surface that was then clearly shared by both
participants. This is consistent with past work studying territoriality
in wall displays alone [12]: the notion of territories is fluid and
their nature is hard to predict as participants transitioned between
periods where they created and worked on surfaces together and
alone. We expect this is partly due to the flexible nature of surfaces
that participants could easily appropriate for parallel or group work,
and the fact that participants can move freely in the room.

Our classification task represents a common organizational task
that requires frequent content movement and manipulation, but
little analysis or reflection. It is thus possible our findings may differ
under other collaborative tasks. More complex analysis tasks may
require remaining stationary for longer periods, for example, to
read documents or charts in a sensemaking task. This could create
a feeling of ownership of specific physical locations around the
room (and virtual surfaces placed there), leading to the creation of
virtual territories of a more permanent or personal nature. How
and where people form virtual territories likely also depends on the
layout and whether it is divisible or not. For example, a planning
activity around a single map requires both stationary interactions
and movement to reach different map areas. In these instances,
virtual territories may take new forms, such as personal copies of
group territories that are transient in nature and easy to incorporate
back into group territories.

RQ3. Does the addition of AR affect collaboration? In the story
task, we did not observe differences in the collaboration strategies
between Wall+AR and Wall, apart from the fact that all pairs
used a virtual surface as their main working area. Nevertheless, in
the classification task, we notice differences. TheWall+AR setup
led to more uniform strategies between participants, mainly fo-
cused around creating discrete surfaces and working independently
for parts of the task. While with the Wall, we observed various
classification strategies, ranging from entirely parallel to tightly co-
ordinated and sequential. In addition, wemeasured that the distance
between participants tended to be larger in theWall+AR condition,
as they were able to interact with content around the room (beyond
the wall display). This alignment between degree of collaboration
strategy and distance between partners is in agreement with prox-
emics theory, as in previous work on wall displays alone [35, 79].
Our two results may indicate that the reduced available space in
theWall may encourage tighter collaboration and coordination,
as space is at a premium and pairs need to carefully negotiate their
actions and space use. A similar effect was observed in past work
on wall displays during network analysis, where interactions that
created clutter led to tighter collaboration and coordination [63].

RQ4. What is the cost of adding AR?. Our results suggest the ex-
istence of a trade-off. On the one hand, the perceived efficiency of
theWall+AR interface and the importance of the space it provides;
and on the other hand, the lower physical and mental demand of
the Wall interface that could be interpreted as less fatiguing. Our
participants also moved more in theWall+AR condition, this could
further indicate that the Wall+AR condition causes more fatigue:
past literature, e.g. [9, 48, 55], has made the connection between
movement distance and physical demand or fatigue. The combi-
nation of subjective comments on physical demand and distance
traveled suggests this may be the case in our results. Nevertheless,
it is also possible that participants were willing to walk more in the
Wall+AR condition because they were more engaged in the task
than with the Wall condition (discussed next).

Trade-offs were also seen in the case of measured interactions:
fewer actions in Wall+AR when dealing with fewer objects, but
smaller interaction distances with theWall. In this last trade-off
there is likely an interplay of setup and available workspace. In
Wall the small interaction distances andmore frequent interactions
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in the story task, are likely a direct result of the limited available
workspace. While the larger interaction distances in Wall+AR are
likely due to a combination of factors: the large physical space
taken up by the AR surfaces and the larger workspace they create.

We note that the Wall+AR setup was found more enjoyable,
although we cannot exclude a novelty effect or an impact of our
participants that come from a university and that are familiar with
technology. Nevertheless, we feel our participants are representa-
tive of the target audiences of immersive technology for groupwork.
More importantly, we found no measurable difference in time per-
formance across the setups. Collectively, we deem that the cost of
introducing AR to extend a wall display environment is not as high
as we expected (interaction time, interaction cost), given the clear
benefit in terms of available working space and user satisfaction.

Limitation and Future Work
For experimental purposes, participants used the AR headset to use
the same basic input (default head-cursor and clicker) irrespective
of condition. While this allows us to remove any bias related to
technical differences across input modalities (e.g., head pointing
vs. ray-casting) and perceived fatigue due to wearing or not the
headset, it is an artificial requirement. In real-world situations, we
expect colleagues to use the wall display alone until additional
surface space is needed, for example, to flexibly organize content
(as we saw in our study) or just to make space. It is thus possible
that such factors may affect performance and preference during
real-world use. And it would be interesting to evaluate the cost of
"putting on the headset", in other words studying when it is worth
it for colleagues to decide to pass from a purely physical setup to
one where headsets are required.

For this initial investigation, we created a setup that uses ba-
sic interaction techniques for content selection and movement.
Nevertheless, more advanced interactions such as zoom, pan, and
resize may affect the results reported here. For example, global view
manipulations may prevent parallel work on virtual surfaces as
colleagues may refrain from interacting without coordinating first;
or may, on the contrary, encourage using more personal virtual
surfaces to avoid disturbing their partners. This requires further
investigation.

As most of the work on collaboration with wall displays, we only
consider pairs of users in our investigation. Although we believe
some observations might be generalized for collaborative work with
more than two users (e.g., one surface by user for a classification
task), future work should study the case of groups of three or
more users. Moreover, our work focuses on manipulating images,
similar to the abstract family of tasks used in previous work on wall
displays (e.g., [35, 49]). It is difficult to generalize our results in terms
of space use and collaborative strategy to interfaces that are (i) hard
to "split" and reorganize, such as large visualization dashboards,
maps, and more generally geolocated data; or that (ii) have a lot
of visual details (that high-resolution walls can render) and may
require stationary reading. It remains future work to consider an
AR+Wall prototype for such contexts, for example, in the form of a
focus + context display, given that AR headsets still cannot match
the high resolution of wall displays.

7 CONCLUSION
Wall displays are extremely useful collaborative working environ-
ments that can be seen and used by multiple users and show a large
amount of information. Nevertheless, they are hard to adapt or
extend. It seems natural to use a readily available technology, AR
headsets, to extend wall displays when their real-estate is no longer
sufficient. However, the benefits and drawbacks of such an addition
are not clear. To answer this question, we first introduce a set of
techniques for extending the wall virtually in the form of additional
surfaces and appropriate interactions to organize, manipulate and
move content between the wall display and the AR virtual space.
We next use this setup to study the differences in how pairs of
users collaborate and use the available workspace in a wall display
environment and in a wall display extended by AR headsets, with
two collaborative tasks.

Our results highlight that such an extension is useful, and partic-
ipants used the physical space in front and around the wall display
extensively to place virtual content. Virtual surfaces were occa-
sionally used as expected for storing and discarding data. More
surprisingly, virtual surfaces were most often used as the primary
interactive workspace, with participants abandoning the wall dis-
play. Adding AR to a wall display brings a real benefit over using
the wall alone, and this extended setup was preferred, and found
more enjoyable and efficient than the wall alone. But it does create
interaction overhead, and increases physical and mental demand.
We note, however, that we did not measure any loss in performance,
despite this interaction overhead.

These findings provide empirically measured benefits of extend-
ing wall displays with AR, and insights into how they influence
collaboration and space use. We discuss open questions that remain
when it comes to applying such extensions in practice. However, our
work demonstrates how such an extension is feasible and beneficial.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
The supplemental material consists of a pdf file containing (i) virtual
screenshots of the final results of the experiment for each task and
pair; and (ii) heatmaps of participants and surfaces during the tasks
of the experiment for each pair (but G8).

Additional material is available online at https://ilda.gitlabpages.
inria.fr/arviz/. It includes the source code of the prototype, doc-
umentation, as well as a web application allowing to replay the
sessions of the experiment.
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